
How many of your workstations or other pieces of equipment are out of date and need to be refreshed? If you are like 
other small businesses, you more than likely have a couple of clunkers that could be replaced. This is often postponed 
due to the capital expense of buying new hardware, but eventually you’ll begin to see it affect your company’s efficiency. 
Inefficiency that results from malfunctioning or antiquated hardware will cost you more in downtime than you may realize. 
With Valor Technologies’ Hardware as a Service (HaaS) solution, you don’t have to worry about failing hardware.

Valor Technologies provides you with all the devices you need to run your business, including servers, workstations, 
routers, switches, NAS devices, or any piece of hardware you could need. We refresh them before they become obsolete. 
If any piece of your HaaS package ever fails, we simply replace it at no additional expense to you. Our HaaS solution is 
particularly helpful to small and mid-size businesses that don’t normally purchase hardware in bulk.

 YOUR DEDICATED COMPUTER 
REPAIR COMPANY 

Malfunctioning computer hardware presents major issues 
for business.

Computer malfunctions can be terribly frustrating. When 
your hardware does break, Valor Technologies provides 
comprehensive computer and IT repair services that is 
designed to remedy any of your organization’s technology 
defects. Whether it’s hardware or software, servers or 
workstation, we’ll fix it or find you a new one.

Servers, workstations, and all the other IT components 
that make up your company’s computing infrastructure, 
are not indestructible. These computers, components, and 
accessories will ultimately fail. When an essential piece 
of hardware is no longer viable, our technicians at Valor 
Technologies will fix it or find you a replacement.

 CABLING & WIRING SERVICES 
- NETWORK MAPPING, SETUP & 
MANAGEMENT  

We connect your business, so you can connect to your 
customers.

At Valor Technologies, we understand how important a 
properly planned and executed computing infrastructure 
is to your business. Our knowledgeable and trustworthy 
IT technicians are well known for providing thorough 
wiring and cabling expertise that will meet your company’s 

HARDWARE AS A SERVICE

Eliminate the expense of keeping your hardware up to date.

Trusted IT At 
Your Back



infrastructure needs. Our technicians are versed in 
industry best practices for network mapping, setup, and 
management.

 SECURE WIRELESS NETWORK 
INTEGRATION 

Accomplish more with wireless access technology.

Granting yourself and your users the ability to step away 
from the desk to meet and collaborate can increase 
productivity, and when everybody can be on the network 
with their laptops or tablets, you can get even more done. 
However, store-bought commercial wireless routers aren’t 
really designed to handle the traffic your business needs, 
nor do they have the security in place to keep your activity 
safe.

Valor Technologies offers complete wireless system 
deployment for small and medium-sized businesses. By 
having a uniform wireless strategy implemented throughout 
your entire business, your users can access the Internet, 
and your intranet, regardless of their location in your office. 
There are various factors that require your attention before 
implementing a wireless solution, and Valor Technologies 
can walk you through the process every step of the way.

 HIGH-SPEED INTERNET 
CONSULTING SERVICES FOR 
BUSINESSES  

A reliable, high-speed Internet connection will give your 
business the digital foundation it needs to grow.

The world of business has become more and more 
dependent upon the internet as it revolutionizes every 
business operation. In fact, many businesses have 
become so dependent on the Internet that they have 
virtualized their entire IT infrastructure to the cloud. A 
modern business needs the Internet to stay alive, so a 
modern business looking to thrive will need a high-speed 
connection to accommodate this growth. Partnering 
with a reliable ISP will provide your business with the 
foundation to achieve this high-level growth brought on 
by high-speed Internet. To make sure that your business 
is choosing the right Internet provider, Valor Technologies 
offers a consulting service to help your company be more 
productive by recommending a plan built for business.

 HP OFFICIAL DEALER - 
WISCONSIN’S TOP HP RESELLER   

At Valor Technologies, we excel in turning to new 
technology to create enhanced operational efficiency for 
our clients’ businesses.

By partnering with world class hardware and software 
manufacturers like HP, we can use our expertise to 
drive that efficiency because we have access to proven 
technology solutions that work for business.

As a business technology provider, it’s essential for us to 
be able to provide our clients with products that we feel 
gives them the best chance of success. HP is the world’s 
largest computer manufacturer and has a long history of 
developing technology and distributing products that excel 
on all levels of business computing. With the full array 
of products aimed at providing businesses with every 
computing option their company could possibly need, Valor 
Technologies is proud to be the top official HP dealer in the 
Wisconsin area. With our consultants and HP computing 
solutions on your side, you have a superior team assisting 
you to meet your company’s technology needs.

 OFFICIAL DELL DEALER - 
WISCONSIN’S FINEST DELL 
RESELLER    

As the technology experts of Valor Technologies, we 
know good technology when we see it. We specialize in 
spreading efficiency throughout our clients’ businesses.

Dell is one of the world leaders in hardware and software 
manufacturing, and we have the honor of being an official 



Dell dealer. Our IT ingenuity, combined with Dell’s quality 
technology, delivers proven technology solutions to our 
clients time and again.

As a business technology provider, we understand that 
we need to provide only the best solutions and products 
for our clients, which will in turn offer the best chance of 
success. With over two decades of experience delivering 
quality technology to its users, the employees at Dell 
are technology experts. Dell manufactures a diverse 
array of products geared toward boosting your business’ 
productivity, and Valor Technologies is the top official 
Dell dealer in the Wisconsin community. With our top-tier 
consultants and Dell’s powerful technology solutions, your 
business is sure to impress its clients and out pace your 
competitors.

 OFFICE RELOCATION 
SERVICES     

Technology solutions to assist with your business 
relocation.

Relocating your office is a perfectly normal occurrence. 
Maybe you’re moving to a different part of town, or 
perhaps you are relocating to a different part of the 
country. Regardless of how far you’re traveling, you’ll 
need someone to assist with moving your technology and 
ensuring that your infrastructure is well-prepared for a 
move.

As a business owner, you understand how difficult it can be 
to facilitate an office move, your technology infrastructure 
notwithstanding. Valor Technologies offers comprehensive 
office relocation services that help you get your IT 
infrastructure from point A to point B, all while keeping 
downtime to a minimum and restoring or improving your 
business’ infrastructure.

 SERVER MIGRATION     

Don’t let old hardware or unsupported software take down 
your business.

Servers can have many functions and there are many 
reasons you may need to migrate your severs. These 
include: moving to a hosted computing environment, 
dealing with a data loss incident, building a simplified 
computing configuration and numerous others. Server 
migration is an extremely detailed process - one that 
requires the knowledge and expertise of a trained IT 
professional to provide.

At Valor Technologies, our technicians not only understand 
how important your servers are for your business, they 
hold the certifications needed to make your company’s 
server migration go smoothly. Along with being Wisconsin’s 
most highly respected server migration service, Valor 
Technologies can deliver migration options that you may 
not have considered. Armed with industry best practices 
and today’s most dynamic computing solutions, we can get 
your data, infrastructure, applications, and more migrated 
successfully.

 www.valortech.io     (414) 410-9440    info@valortech.io


